New Tech Report / 2

Foundations of Technical Writing
Team Writing Assignment


Instructions: Work with a partner on a team research and writing project. Create and save a new file entitled <name1><name2><name3-if-needed>NewTechReport.doc, where each <name> is your and your partner’s first initial and last name. Be sure to save it onto removable media and email it to yourself and your partner. When passing the document back and forth, make sure to work in revision marks and use comments when appropriate; accept/reject your marks before turning it in.

You can divide the work as you see fit, but be sure to let me know who did what. If one partner performs most of the research and interviews while the other does most of the writing, that’s fine. Just let me know who did what as one of the appendixes. Keep in contact with your partner, and get to work right away. Work as a team to complete the document, and both of you will sign off on its final quality. You will both receive the same score for the project unless you inform me that one partner deserves more than the other. 

When the deadline looms, consider planning to meet in person or via phone, because email correspondence can get tricky! 

This is your document as much as your partner’s, and its quality and form is your responsibility, so work on it as you would your own. Final length for 2-person teams is at least 1000 words, and for 3-person teams is at least 1500 words, excluding extended quotations, interview transcript, and your list of references.

When you’re done, exchange the final copy with your partner until you are satisfied with your edits. To get a score, both of you must turn in the same file via Blackboard. 

Be as complete as possible, as always keeping in mind the audience and purpose. Use any verbal or visual means needed. Document your sources!

Document
Identify an in-development or future technology or science that interests you and write a report about it in proper technical/scientific paper format. The topic might be a technology that will become available in a year, a new technique now being used, or a new science experiment whose results won’t be put to use for a century. 

Some examples from prior students’ projects:
	Proteomics

New advances in chemistry 
	Antimatter rockets

The language gene
Recent teleportation experiments
Nanotechnology as applied to electronics
On and on! There are more new directions than old ones. Feel free to write about big changes in existing fields, too.

If you can’t think of a topic, check the Web, a magazine like Science News, or write me an email ASAP and I’ll offer a suggestion. Do not write about a technology that’s already well-documented. Choose one that you think will be news to most people and interesting for you to write about.

Using the measures of tech-doc excellence from your readings, handouts, and class discussions, write a detailed, descriptive report about that technology. Include an analysis of how you think this technology will affect daily life or the world, and base this conclusion on the facts you presented in your document.

Required Components
	Use the required elements for a formal technical/scientific paper, even though this isn’t as formal as a paper that might get published in a journal. For direction on how this should look when completed, see the handout of elements I provided on our website, plus the Blake & Bly reading which begins on p.113. Also see the samples provided on Markel’s website. 

For examples of writing style for this audience, see Science News and Scientific American.
	Write an abstract and include it at the start of the paper.
	After performing appropriate research to avoid asking already-answered questions, incorporate information from an interview (in person or via email or phone). The subject-matter expert whom you interview might be a professor, a GTA, a scientist, a reporter, someone in industry, a graduate student… basically, anyone who knows more about this topic than you do. If you can’t get access to one of these in time, check online discussion groups, research institution FAQs, and so on. Always check these sources before approaching the world’s top expert, but make an effort to get an interview and document that effort.
Make sure to fully document the interview and process of obtaining this information, plus all other research, interviews, and other sources; save this as a separate document if you did a personal interview (whether by phone, email, or in person), or include it as an appendix. Include information from both partners.
	Define terms as appropriate for this audience, and use the appropriate definition methods and format for the audience and document.

Quick Summary
Contact team-mate(s).See How to Email Classmates Through Blackboard for how to do this.
	Research
Write your first draft
Pass to partner to revise for quality and accuracy
Add material from interview
Add abstract
	Add table of contents, page numbers, and so on

Add works / websites / interviews cited section
Revise to proper format
	Submit finished draft to peer-review team

Revise per peer review
	Before final submission to Blackboard, all partners must be satisfied about accuracy, quality, and so on


Final length is “as needed,” which is at least 5 (or 7) pages and a minimum of 1000 (or 1500) words, excluding extended quotations and the list of references. Page count is less important than the word count (abstract and table of contents should be a single page, as is the references section, and formatting alone adds much size, so the page count could be more or less). Longer is fine if needed.

Purpose
It can be simply informative, it can urge action, or it can simply to stimulate thought. It should not be a task-oriented document, but rather informational.

Audience
Science-minded, well-educated laypeople interested in how changes in science and technology will affect their lives, both for good or ill. 



